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Abstract 

In recent day’s era the security of WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) is of big concern. In previous years, a dramatic enhancement 

issues in the number of attacks, intrusion detection field and it becomes the mainstream of data assurance. Sensors nodes are used in 

WSN with the onboard processors that manages and monitors the environment in the a particular area. They are connected to the Base 

Station which acts as a processing unit in the WSN System. In WSN, data mining is the process of extracting model and pattern that are 

application oriented with possible accuracy from rapid flow of data. Because of their special characteristics, and limitations of the 

WSNs, the traditional data mining approaches are not directly applicable to WSNs. A widespread analysis of different pre-existing 

data mining techniques adopted for WSNs are examined with different classification, evaluation approaches in this paper. Finally, a 

few research challenges to adopt data mining methods in WSNs are also pointed out. A general concept of how traditional data mining 

techniques are improved to attain better performance in a wireless sensor network. 

Keywords- Wireless Sensor Network, NSL-KDD data set, Random Forest algorithm, C4.5 algorithm, SVM algorithm and CART 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

WSNs becomes a viable solution for utilizing various applications, which comprises monitoring of critical infrastructure such as water 

supplies, telecommunications systems, agriculture, traffic networks, industrial quality control, power grids, wildlife habitat 

monitoring, military command applications, and disaster recovery situations and so on. Security for WSNs needs to be considered to 

secure the functionality of these networks, the data communicate and the location of their members. Particularly dynamic nature and 

concerning energy, the security protocols and models used in wired and other networks are not suited to WSNs due to their severe 

resource constraints. The general threats to the security of WSNs consist of compromise of security and privacy, Denial of Service 

(DoS) attacks [1], eavesdropping, node compromise, and Intrusion detection [3]. 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) become significantly and widely utilized tools for protecting network security. An IDS requires to 

scan is very big even the amount of audit data for a small network, the analysis is complex even with computer assistance to detect 

suspicious behavior patterns [2] [4]. This is very important if real- time detection is desired. Intrusion detection applies several methods 

such as like methods based on statistics, methods based on data mining, methods based on machine learning and so on. 

Data mining technology is developing increasingly and quickly mature. The basic principles of intrusion detection based on data mining 

as follows. Initially, analyze and deal with security audit data from different data sources like alarm-based, network based, host-based 

[5]. System Intrusion rules establish anomaly detection model through extracting regularity of data; The most important techniques are 

clustering analysis, classification analysis, neural networks, genetic algorithm, outlier detection, sequential pattern mining, and 

association rule mining and so on. An intuitionist classification technique is considered as the Decision tree technology and it has great 

benefit in extracting rules and features. As a result, applying the decision tree technology into intrusion detection is of great 

significance [6]. 
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In this paper, the data mining algorithms have been implemented such as Random Forest, C4.5, SVM and CART to evaluate the model of 

intrusion detection system depending on a bench market NSL- KDD data set [7], which is a modified version of KDD‟99 data set. 

NSL- KDD is the latest version of KDD‟99dataset for intrusion detection. This dataset includes 41 features, but all the features are not 

provided the equal importance. In that case complete feature set is used for classification input data, after that the classifier will affect the 

accuracy of the classifier and also take more time to detect intrusion process. 

II. ALGORITHMS 

A. RANDOM FOREST 

The most popular frameworks or a technique utilized by scientists in the science of data is known as Random Forest and also it 

considered as a supervised classification algorithm. Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler were implemented and developed the Random 

forester algorithm. The term random forest came from random decision forest and initially it was proposed Tin Kam Ho of Bell Labs in 

1995. The random collection of features, initiated autonomously by Ho and Amit and Geman to make a set of decision trees with 

controlled variation. 

In case that the tree-structured classifiers consist of {h(x, Θk ), k=1,…}, whereas the {Θk} are identically distributed random vectors 

and a unit vote intended for the most popular class on input x. The random vector is named as Θ. The nature and dimensionality of Θ is 

based on its use in tree construction [8]. Random forest technique is ensemble techniques that depends on the rule divide – and – 

conquer method used in the classification mission. From the name of the algorithm is working the same as create the forest in randomly 

in the suitable mode. Several classification trees generate and then connect their output to increase generalization ability of the 

proposed model. Random Forest Algorithm (RFA) is mainly applied in the classification of Intmiog bootstrap process. It is 

moderately close to the bagging algorithm. Random forest algorithm (RFA) and bagging algorithm generates a large number of trees 

from a data-set (bootstrap sample). The training set of the data partitions into k subsets and it constructs a decision tree out of each 

subset with the support of Random forest classifier. The entire subsets are randomly chosen. Each decision tree is completed by 

randomly choosing m variables out of each variable and discovering the best partition the chosen variables. This process is completed 

by each node and maintained until a node cannot be dividing further, leading to the leaf nodes. 

Algorithm: Random Forest 

B. C4.5 algorithm 

C4.5 was introduced by Ross Quinlan and it is a Decision Tree Classification Algorithm. C4.5/J48 is a new variant of ID3 and it is 

used to make a decision trees. C4.5 Decision tree classification algorithm is a best classifer for all the network data to compare to all 

other classification techniques. The decision tree algorithms are straight forward, easily interpretable, logic based, and broadly 

applicable for many issues in data mining. 

The training data categorizes into samples like a set S = s1, s2    , every sample Si = xl, 

x2... is a vector in which xl, x2    signify features of the sample. The training data specifies a 

vector C = c1, c2 , (class to each sample). C4.5 chooses one attribute of the data at each and 

every node of the tree, which is the most efficiently divides data set of samples S into subsets from one class or the other [11]. It is the 

normalized information gain (difference in entropy) that results from choosing an attribute for splitting the data. The highest normalized 

information gain of the attribute factor is to make the decision. The C4.5 technique then maintains on the smaller sub-lists include next 

highest normalized information gain. C4.5 is based on the information gain ratio that is evaluated by entropy. The information gain 

ratio measure is used to select the test features at each node in the tree. Such a measure is referred to as a feature (attribute) selection 

measure. As the test feature for the current node is chosen from the attribute with the highest information gain ratio. This process makes 

use of the “Entropy”, i.e. a measure 

of the disorder of the data. The Entropy of ~y is evaluated by below equation as follows: 

Entropy (~y) = -Σ |yj| / |~y| log| yj / j=1 Iterating over all possible values of ~y. The conditional Entropy is 
 

 
The algorithm performs as follows: a bootstrap sample chooses from S where S (i) indicates the ith bootstrap, for each tree in the 

forest. After that, a decision-tree is used a (j|~y)) 

Entropy (j|~y) = |yj | / |~y| log (|yj | / |~y|) And finally, define Gain by 

Gain (~y, j) = Entropy (~y – Entropy modified decision-tree learning algorithm. The algorithm is modified as follows, at each 

node of the tree, instead of examining the whole possible feature-splits; randomly select some subset of the features f ⊆ F in which 
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F is the set of features. After that process the node partitions on the best feature in f rather than F and also f is much smaller than F. 

Deciding on which feature to split is often times the most computationally expensive aspect of decision tree learning that has 

drastically to speed up by narrowing the set of features. 

The advantages of Random Forest are [10]: 

 This algorithm runs competently on massive databases. 

 Random forest can handle an N quantity of input data without variable removal. 

 Random forest provides the most important features in the classification. 

 It can execute well even if the data are omitted. 

The algorithm aim is to increase the Gain accuracy, partitioning by overall entropy because of split argument ~y by value j. The 

algorithm generates a decision tree based on the entropy calculation. The attribute with the highest entropy is placed at the root node. 

And subsequent values of the selected attributes are used for branching. Many branches originating from a chosen attribute is equal to 

the number of different values. Therefore, the algorithm will produce an n-ary tree. 

Algorithm: C4.5[16], after that the training sample points on H1 and H2 known as support vectors. 

A training sample set { (xi , yi ), i = 1,2,...,l, with the output yi ∈ { +1, -1}, which represents two categories identified respectively. If xi 

∈ Rn belong to the first category, the corresponding output is marked as positive (yi = +1), and if it belongs to the second category, the 

corresponding output is represented and marked as negative (yi = -1). The goal is to construct a decision function correctly that classify 

the test data as possible, and its original problem is described as: 

𝑙 

min 1 𝑤𝑇𝑤 + 𝐶 ∑ 𝜉   

w,𝑏,£ 2 

𝑖 

𝑖=1 
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C. SVM (Support Vector Machine) 

SVM was initially established by Vapnik [12] and it has been very useful technique for classification, regression, and general pattern 

recognition [13]. SVM has develop as one of the most standard and helpful techniques for data classification [14]. For the classification 

of both the linear and non linear data will be used [15]. Linear patterns are easily separated or easily distinguishable in low dimension 

but, the non-linear patterns cannot be easily separated or not easily distinguishable and hence these type of patterns require to be 

additional manipulation process in order that they can be easily separated. SVM finds out the most excellent classification utility to 

differentiate between members of the two classes in the training data. It is a good classifier due to its high generalization performance 

without the require to add a priori knowledge, even if the dimension of the input space is very high. 

Support vector machine classifies the data as shown in Figure 1, as the hyper planes are used to classify the data. In a one dimensional 

space, a hyper plane is called a point. In two dimensional space, it is a line. As the dimensions are increasing it become a hyper-plane. 

The main goal is to separate the hyper planes with maximum margin. 
 

Figure 1: SVM classifier with hyper planes 

Hollow and Solid dots represents in figure1 point two samples, H is considered as the classification line. H1 and H2 parallel to the 

classification line and both cross the sample nearest the classification line in two classes, and the distance between H1 and H2 is known 

as classification interval. Not only can be optimal classification line separate the two class properly (training error is 0), however also 

construct the class interval largest. Even if H satisfies the conditions for optimal splitting hyperplane 

s.t. 𝑦𝑖(𝑤𝑇𝜑(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑏) ≥ 1 − 𝜉𝑖 

𝜉𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … . , 𝑙 

In the above formula, C is considered the penalty function; 

 

the bigger C denotes a greater penalty for misclassification that has is the only parameters can adjust the algorithm. Using the Lagrange 

multiplier technique to solve quadratic programming issues in above formula with a linear constrained, its corresponding dual problem 

is: 

min 1 𝑎𝑇𝑄 − 𝑒𝑇𝑎 

𝑎 2𝑎 

s.t. 0 ≤ 𝑎𝑖 ≤ 𝐶, 𝑖 = 1, … . , 𝑙 𝑦𝑇 𝑎 = 0 

Where, e is the unit vector, C > 0 is the upper bound, Q denotes a l x l positive semi-definite matrix, and Qij = yi yi k (xi, xj). The basic 

SVM algorithm is given below for IDS. 
 

D. Classification and Regression Trees (CART) 

CART was introduced by Breiman in year of 1984. CART utilizes so-called learning set-a set of historical data with pre-defined 

classes for all observations and for constructing decision trees. An algorithm is called recursive partitioning and it is the key to the non 

parametric statistical technique of CART. CART method is also called as binary recursive partitioning [17]. The process is binary as 

parent nodes are continuously partition into two child nodes and this process is repeated until each child node consider as a parent. 

The key elements of CART analysis are a set of rules for partitioning each node in a tree; Deciding when tree is completed and 

assigned a class outcome to each terminal node. 
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CART is a unique technique compare than other Hunts based algorithm and it is also used for regression analysis with the support of 

the regression trees [18]. It depends on Hunt‟s algorithm and it is implemented serial manner that utilizes gini index splitting measure 

in splitting and the selecting attribute. The regression analysis feature is used in forecasting a dependent variable given a set of 

predictor variables over a given period of time. It utilizes sevearl single-variable partition criteria such as symgini, gini index and so 

on etc and one multi-variable determines the best split point and data is stored at each node to obtain the best partitioning point. 

Decision Trees are used in data mining with the objective of generating a model. The value of a target (or dependent variable) depends 

upon the values of many input (or independent variables). The two types of decision trees refer an umbrella term as given below. 

 Classification Trees: In which the target variable is definite and the tree is used to recognize the "class" within a target variable 

would likely fall into. 

 Regression Trees: The target variable is used continuous and tree predicts its value. of RAM and a Pentium(R) processor with 

CPU speed of 2.20GHz. Each classification technique was used „„as it is‟‟ in Weka 3.7.1 machine learning algorithm that 

means that no additional parameter tuning was performed during or before comparing classification performance. Each 

feature selection technique was used in combination with all four classification models included in comparison. For 

Simulation process, NSL-KDD dataset is revised vesion of KDD‟99 data set that has a large number of redundant records 

in the testingand training data set. 

Performance Metrics 

The parameter false positive, true positive, false negative, true negative sensitivity, deviation, precision, and accuracy are used to 

compute the classifiers performance. 

 True Positive (TP) represents the examples that are properly predicted as normal. 

 True Negative (TN) shows the instances which are correctly predicted as an attack. 

 False Positive (FP) recognizes the instances tha are predicted as attack while they are not. 

 False Negative (FN) signifies the cases which are prefigured as normal while they are attack in reality. 

 The sensitivity is described as the ratio of true positives to the sum of false negatives and true positives. 

 The specificity is described as the ratio of true negatives to the sum of false positives and true negatives. 

 Precision, it presents the total number of records that are correctly classified as attack divided by a total number of records classified 

as attack. 

𝑇𝑃 

𝑃 =    

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃) 

CART Advantages: 

 Non parametric (no probabilistic assumptions) 

 To perform variable selection automatically 

 Accuracy is defined as the ratio of number of correct predictions made to the total prediction made and the ratio is multiplied by 100 

to make it in terms of percentage. It can be computed as 

 Use any combination of continuous or discrete variables 

 

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁) 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =     

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) 

Very nice feature: ability to automatically bin massively categorical variables into a few categories. 

 Zip code, business class, make/model. 

 Establish “interactions” among variables Good for “rules” search Hybrid GLM-CART models 
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The standard deviation of accuracy rate computed over instantiations of the classifier with distinct parameters is useful to quantify the 

sensitivity with respect to a given parameter. 

 The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is also plotted for various techniques. ROC plots the curve between true 

positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) of an algorithm. 

TPR and FPR are computed as 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In experimental result section, we discuss about standard deviations, the classification accuracy sensitivity, 

 
𝑎𝑛𝑑 

 
𝐹𝑃𝑅 =𝑇𝑃𝑅 = 𝑇𝑃 

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) 

 

 

             𝐹𝑃 (𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁) 

 

specificity, false positive rate and true positive rate of training samples with different proportions under different base classifiers. 

Several covensional and classical algorithms have been used such as SVM, KNN, C4.5, Random forest (RF), ID3 and so on. 

In this simulation, the comparative algorithms like C4.5, CART, and SVM, Random Forest is implemented on Windows 8.1 

version (64 bit operating system), with 8 GB 

Table 1 shows performance of different existing classifiers, the result obtained according to the metrics defined above. 

Accuracy: 

The results of comparison of a variety of classifiers are presented in Figure 2. The variation of the average accuracy as several 

characteristics describing the dataset is maximized. Three distinct behaviors are provided as follows (i) the accuracy raises; and (ii) the 

accuracy reduces (iii) the accuracy is nearly stable. When the number of training samples is sufficient (the proportion is greater than 

30%), the CA of different ensemble classifiers is almost the same. However, when the proportion of training samples decreases 

rapidly, the CA of the above four types of traditional ensemble classifiers also decreases sharply. The C4.5, CART, RF and SVM 

algorithms still cannot escape the fact that a large number of training samples. 

In addition, the CART, C4.5, RF and SVM algorithms were implemented using the algorithm provided by the Weka machine learning 

toolbox, and their parameters were all set by default in the toolbox. For instance, the minimum number of samples for each leaf node 

of the CART and C4.5 algorithms was 2; the prun3ing ratio of C4.5 was set to 25%, and the number of trees in the random forest was 

300. Figure 2 shows the mean classification accuracy, which indicates that the RF gave high performance on original dataset (100%) 

compare to other classifiers. SVM, CART, and C4.5 gave Gain ratio attribute selection (100% accuracy). Finally, it is concluded that 

the RF can detect different types of attacks with best accuracy compared to other systems. As a result, the proper option of the 

classifier is critical to yield high-quality classifications in hidden instances. 

Highest with in comparison with other existing classifiers that is displayed in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of TPR and Precision 
 

FPR: 

 
Regarding the curves representing false positive detection rate, we assume that the most effective technique is Random 

Forest, where the FP rate reach 0 for all classes, at the same time as we notice a higher rate for CART, SVM for DoS attacks class, and 

the rate of C4.5 varies according to the class. Table 1 show that FP on different datasets is evaluated. The results show that the RF has 
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less Error rate compared to the SVM, C4.5 and CART. Figure 4 shows the false positive performance of the four existing 

classification algorithms; it shows that the FP of the RF model is very less. 
 

 
Figure 2: Accuracy of the methods on NSL-KDD Dataset 

 

Deviation 

Figure 4: Comparison of FPR 

TPR and Precision: 

According to TP results the rate of true positive for the Random Forest technique is high, which makes it the most efficient technique, 

however it is less matured even reach zero for some class using C4.5, CART, SVM classifier they have different value according to the 

class. It is observed from Figure 3, that the true positive rate of RF is better than other technique so it has high level of precision; 

however CART shows the best performance of true positive rate. But if we compare the results in terms of delay to build the model, 

we can see that RF takes very high time as compared to other techniques. The TPR and Precision measures of the Random Forest 

model is the 

The standard deviation of each feature is drawn according to a given distribution 𝑓σ for each class. The process is continued for each 

class, using the same distribution𝑓σ. Deviation refers to the enhance in accuracy provided by the random configuration, even if it 

outperforms the default configuration. The deviation of accurateness rate analyzed over instantiations of the classifier with distinct 

parameters is performed to quantify the sensitivity related to a given parameter. In case of that the high values of both deviation and 

average appear then it is possible to state that the classifier performs well, when analyzing a new dataset. The deviation of four 

classifiers are analyzed and shown in figure 

5. Depending on the result the RF have high deviation rate, so it have higher accuracy compare to other techniques. 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Deviation of different classifiers 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In WSN, the key challenge of evolving IDS is used to recognize attacks with high accuracy, and satisfied the required challenges and 

constraints, to prolong the lifetime of the networks. In this paper, the performance of SVM, CART, C4.5 and Random Forest are 

evaluated and compared with the support of NSL – KDD dataset. Finally conclude the result that Random Forest is performed better 

than other algorithm such as SVM, CART and C4.5 with respect to both detection and accuracy rate. The entire four classifiers are 

achieved up to 90% results in recall, accuracy, and precision. In future work, RF is used in a more meaningful manner with the 

purpose of developing a classifier that is trained well with network patterns, preprocessing and selecting a suitable dataset to reduce the 

false negative rate and increase the performance rate. 
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